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The first fifty years of the twentieth century were a time of ferment in American anthropology. American ethnographic work evolved
from the "salvage" work of professionals affiliated with museums who undertook to document with artifacts and testimony the
threatened traditional way of life among the Native American tribes, to the establishment of anthropology as a science,
represented in university departments, that sought to describe the "ethnographic present" of isolated primitive peoples, often in
distant parts of the world. By the beginning of the 1950s, cultural anthropology discovered the peasant. Robert Redfield, himself a
leading figure in this paradigm shift, challenged anthropology's focus on a static model of the isolated primitive community, pointing
out the dynamic nature of the "little communities" he studied in Mesoamerica. These were not isolated communities, but rather
local, traditional cultures located well within the sphere of a complex urban culture. In order to distinguish the "great tradition"
deriving from urban centers from the "little tradition" of a more primitive culture, Redfield believed anthropology needed to refer to
other disciplines, such as theology, philosophy, economics, and sociology. In other words, anthropology had to develop from the
collection of material artifacts to a concern with the immaterial realm of values and ideas. This collection of essays and previously
unpublished papers, The Ethnographic Moment, tells the story of a remarkable chapter in Redfield's pioneering efforts on what
was then an anthropological frontier. The present volume covers the years from 1952 to 1958, the last of Redfield's life. It focuses
solely on his study of peasant communities. At the core of the book is his correspondence with the philosopher-humanist F. G.
Friedmann, who played an important role in Redfield's conceptualization of the complex urban-rural continuum that characterizes
the peasant's world. The volume also includes an autobiographical introduction by Friedmann that illuminates both his own writings
and the humanistic background that motivated his study of peasantry.
Considering that one of the core tasks of academia is to provide social critique and reflection, universities have an undeniable role
to formulate the contours of a more inclusive academia in contrast to visible and normalised structures of exclusion. Translating
such ambitions into transformative practices seems to be easier said than done. Academics need mutual inspiration and exchange
of thoughts and practices to reflect on their actions and their own knowledge productions. The authors in this book mirror the
challenges and achievements of academics and practitioners in three national contexts, which could serve as a foundation for
academia to move towards dismantling elitist and privileged-based assumptions, and formulating new forms of knowledge
production and institutional policies, inside and outside academia. The book aims to help create a more inclusive society in which
academics, students and practitioners can engage, learn and transform structures of inequality, exclusion and disconnection
where it seems to have the biggest impact.
Carolyn Ellis, the leading proponent of autoethnography, weaves both methodological advice and her own personal stories into an
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intriguing narrative about a fictional graduate course she instructs. Through Ellis's interactions with her students, you are given
useful strategies for conducting a study, including the need for introspection, the struggles of the budding ethnographic writer, the
practical problems in explaining results of this method to outsiders, and the moral and ethical issues that get raised in this intimate
form of research.

This book brings together contributions on learner autonomy from a myriad of contexts to advance our understanding of
what autonomous language learning looks like with digital tools, and how this understanding is shaped by and can shape
different socio-institutional, curricular, and instructional support. To this end, the individual contributions in the book
highlight practice-oriented, empirically-based research on technology-mediated learner autonomy and its pedagogical
implications. They address how technology can support learner autonomy as process by leveraging the affordances
available in social media, virtual exchange, self-access, or learning in the wild (Hutchins, 1995). The rapid evolution and
adoption of technology in all aspects of our lives has pushed issues related to learner and teacher autonomy centre stage
in the language education landscape. This book tackles emergent challenges from different perspectives and diverse
learning ecologies with a focus on social and educational (in)equality. Specifically, to this effect, the chapters consider
digital affordances of virtual exchange, gaming, and apps in technology-mediated language learning and teaching
ranging from instructed and semi-instructed to self-instructed contexts. The volume foregrounds the concepts of critical
digital literacy and social justice in relation to language learner and teacher autonomy and illustrates how this approach
may contribute to institutional objectives for equality, diversity and inclusion in higher education around the world and will
be useful for researchers and teachers alike.
With a full introduction and textual commentary, this volume introduces William H. Ferris’s The African Abroad, a treatise
on racial idealism, Black ethnology, and the evolution of Blacks from Negro to Negrosaxon, presenting the first evidence
of a Black American idealist and evolutionary thinker in philosophy.
This is the first of four volumes composed of selected papers from the LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT
SYMPOSIUM. The Symposium provided a forum where a broad spectrum of researchers, practitioners and policymakers
met to discuss the major issues and research findings which affect language proficiency assessment practices. The work
presented in the four volumes will add new insights into the issue of language proficiency assessment. It is believed that
the research and theoretical perspectives offered represent a positive step toward attaining the overall objective of
developing effective language proficiency assessment procedures and, ultimately, a more equitable education for
language minority students. All four volumes have been edited by CHARLENE RIVERA and they will be published in the
MULTILINGUAL MATTERS series.
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• Strictly as per the new term wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in the academic session 2021-22 for
classes 11 & 12 • Multiple Choice Questions based on new typologies introduced by the board- I. Stand- Alone MCQs, II.
MCQs based on Assertion-Reason III. Case-based MCQs. • Revision Notes for in-depth study • Mind Maps &
Mnemonics for quick learning • Include Questions from CBSE official Question Bank released in April 2021 • Answer key
with Explanations • Concept videos for blended learning (science & maths only)
The primary goal of Ethnographic Writing Research is to help you conduct your day-to-day research - whether it means
developing an informal classroom report, writing a dissertation prospectus and study, or participating in local, civic
literacy research.
Elite Education – International Perspectives is the first book to systematically examine elite education in different parts of
the world. Authors provide a historical analysis of the emergence of national elite education systems and consider how
recent policy and economic developments are changing the configuration of elite trajectories and the social groups
benefiting from these. Through country-level case studies, this book offers readers an in-depth account of elite education
systems in the Anglophone world, in Europe and in the emerging financial centres of Africa, Asia and Latin America. A
series of commentaries highlight commonalities and differences between elite education systems, and offer insights into
broader theoretical issues, with which educationalists, researchers and policy makers are engaging . With authors
including Stephen J. Ball, Donald Broady, Rubén Gaztambide-Fernández, Heinz-Hermann Krüger, Maria Alice Nogueira,
Julia Resnik and Agnès van Zanten, the book offers a benchmark perspective on issues frequently glossed over in
comparative education, including the processes by which powerful groups retain privilege and ‘elite’ status in rapidly
changing societies. Elite Education – International Perspectives will appeal to policy makers and academics in the fields
of education and sociology. Simultaneously it will be of special relevance to post-graduates enrolled on courses in the
sociology of education, education policy, and education and international development.
Build your self-confidence while preparing from Categorywise & Chapterwise Most Likely Question Bank Series for Class
12 ISC Board Examinations (2022). Subject Wise book dedicated to prepare and practice effectively each subject at a
time. Biology Handbook includes Word of Advice, Chapter at a Glance, MCQs, Technical Terms, Expamd the Term,
Definitions, Very Short Answers, Short Answers, Scientific Reasoning, Differentiate Between, Long Answers, Identify the
Following, Diagram Based Questions, Sketh and Label based Questions. Our handbook will help you study and practice
well at home. How can you benefit from Oswal Most Likely ISC Biology Question Bank for 12th Class? Our handbook is
strictly based on the latest syllabus prescribed by the council and is a one stop solution for smart study for ISC 2022
Examinations. 1. ISC Board Solved Paper 2020 2. Frequently asked Previous Years Board Question Papers
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Incorporated 3. Insightful Answering Tips & Suggestions for Students 4. Revise with Chapter at a Glance 5. Word of
Advice provided by Experts for improvement Our question bank also consists of numerous tips and tools to improve
study techniques for any exam paper. Students can create vision boards to establish study schedules, and maintain
study logs to measure their progress. With the help of our handbook, students can also identify patterns in question types
and structures, allowing them to cultivate more efficient answering methods. Our book can also help in providing a
comprehensive overview of important topics in each subject, making it easier for students to solve for the exams.
Claiming Space: Racialization in Canadian Cities critically examines the various ways in which Canadian cities continue
to be racialized despite objective evidence of racial diversity and the dominant ideology of multiculturalism. Contributors
consider how spatial conditions in Canadian cities are simultaneously part of, and influenced by, racial domination and
racial resistance. Reflecting on the ways in which race is systematically hidden within the workings of Canadian cities, the
book also explores the ways in which racialized people attempt to claim space. These essays cover a diverse range of
Canadian urban spaces and various racial groups, as well as the intersection of ethnicity, class, gender, and sexuality.
Linking themes include issues related to subjectivity and space; the importance of new space that arises by challenging
the dominant ideology of multiculturalism; and the relationship between diasporic identities and claims to space.
Using an engaging how-to approach that draws from scholarship, real life, and popular culture, this textbook, now in its
third edition, offers students practical reasons why they should care about research methods and offers a practical guide
to actually conducting research themselves. Examining quantitative, qualitative, and critical research methods, this new
edition helps undergraduate students better grasp the theoretical and practical uses of method by clearly illustrating
practical applications. The book features all the main research traditions within communication including online methods
and provides level-appropriate applications of the methods through theoretical and practical examples and exercises,
including sample student papers that demonstrate research methods in action. This third edition also includes additional
chapters on experimental design and methods of performance, as well as brand new case studies throughout. This
textbook is perfect for students and scholars using critical, cultural, interpretive, qualitative, quantitative, and positivist
research methods, as well as students of communication studies more generally. It also offers dedicated student
resources on the Routledge.com book page and instructor resources at
https://routledgetextbooks.com/textbooks/instructor_downloads/. These include links, videos, outlines and activities,
recommended readings, test questions, and more.
In the 19th-century, as the American frontier stretched inexorably towards the Pacific coast and conceptions about Native
peoples and western spaces began to shift, the study of Native American linguistics also shifted to become both a
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professionalized research discipline and a popular literary concern of American culture. In Ethnology and Empire, Robert
Lawrence Gunn contextualizes the developing political, scientific, and literary networks that connected ideas, languages,
and Native peoples in light of westward expansionism. Offering a literary and archival survey of the manifold practices
that constituted ethnology as an intellectual enterprise in the first half of the 19th century, Gunn reveals the manner in
which developing research practices became standardized and how works of fiction, travel and captivity narratives, and
Native oratory and sign language gave imaginative shape to imperial activity in the western borderlands. Through a
transnational archive of U.S. literary, scientific, and cultural production, Gunn emphasizes the geographical and culturally
transformative impacts of western expansionism and Indian removal for future conceptions of hemispheric American
literatures. By telling stories about the traffic of words and ideas in the American borderlands, Ethnology and Empire
unveils the network of peoples, spaces, and communication practices that shaped and transformed the boundaries of
U.S. empire.
Benefit from Chapter Wise & Section wise Question Bank Series for Class 12 CBSE Board Examinations (2022) with our
Most Likely CBSE Question Bank for Biology. Subject Wise books designed to prepare and practice effectively each
subject at a time. Our Most Probable Question Bank highlights the knowledge based and skill based questions covering
the entire syllabus including One Word Answers, Expansion of Abbreviations, MCQs, Definitions, Very Short Answers,
Assertion and Reason Based Questions, Short Answers, Long Answers - I, Long Answers - II, Source and Passage
Based Questions, Reasoning Based Questions, Diagramatic Questions, Differentiate Between, Evaluation and Analysis
Based Questtions, Case Based Questions, and Test Your Knowledge, Our handbook will help you study and practice
well at home. How can you benefit from Gurukul Most Likely CBSE Biology Question Bank for 12th Class? Our handbook
is strictly based on the latest syllabus prescribed by the council and is categorized chapterwise topicwise to provide in
depth knowledge of different concept questions and their weightage to prepare you for Class 12th CBSE Board
Examinations 2022. 1. Focussed on New Objective Paper Pattern Questions 2. Includes Solved Board Exam Paper 2020
for both Delhi and outside Delhi (Set 1-3) and Toppers Answers 2019 3. Previous Years Board Question Papers
Incorporated 4. Visual Interpretation as per latest CBSE Syllabus 5. Exam Oriented Effective Study Material provided for
Self Study 6. Chapter Summary for Easy & Quick Revision 7. Having frequently asked questions from Compartment
Paper, Foreign Paper, and latest Board Paper 8. Follows the Standard Marking Scheme of CBSE Board Our question
bank also consists of numerous tips and tools to improve study techniques for any exam paper. Students can create
vision boards to establish study schedules, and maintain study logs to measure their progress. With the help of our
handbook, students can also identify patterns in question types and structures, allowing them to cultivate more efficient
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answering methods. Our book can also help in providing a comprehensive overview of important topics in each subject,
making it easier for students to solve for the exams.
Including a previously unpublished poem by Ted Hughes, as well as new essays from Seamus Heaney and Simon
Armitage, Ted Hughes: From Cambridge to Collected offers fresh readings and newly available archival research,
challenging established views about Hughes's speaking voice, study at Cambridge and the influence of other poets on
Hughes's work.
Examines how research tools affect theory advances in culture and tourism research. This title includes papers that focus
on how to gain meaning from data to thus look at how streams of antecedent conditions result in tourism behavior.
• Strictly as per the new term wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in the academic session 2021-22 for
classes 11 &12 • Multiple Choice Questions based on new typologies introduced by the board- I. Stand- Alone MCQs, II.
MCQs based on Assertion-Reason III. Case-based MCQs. • Revision Notes for in-depth study • Mind Maps
&Mnemonics for quick learning • Include Questions from CBSE official Question Bank released in April 2021 • Answer
key with Explanations • Concept videos for blended learning (science & maths only)
Social Work Previous Question Papers NET JRF UGC CBSE Net Jrf previous year solved papers, net jrf paper 1 and
paper 2, net jrf paper – I and paper-II, teaching and research aptitude paper -1, paper – I,net jrf exam guide manual
books, net jrf previous year questions mcqSocial Work Previous Question Papers NET JRF UGC CBSE Net Jrf previous
year solved papers, net jrf paper 1 and paper 2, net jrf paper – I and paper-II, teaching and research aptitude paper -1,
paper – I,net jrf exam guide manual books, net jrf previous year questions mcq
CBSE Most Likely Question Bank Biology Class 12 (2022 Exam) - Categorywise & Chapterwise with New Objective
Paper Pattern, Reduced SyllabusGurukul Books & Packaging
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